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Product Information 
       

NEOFRESH  
ODOR & URINE REMOVER 

PIB-002200-NL 

 

 

Product 

NEOFRESH odor & Urine Remover is a bio enzymatic vomit and urine stone 

Remover on the basis of natural ingredients such as bacterial cultures which for 

the stench degradation.  

NEOFRESH odor & Urine Remover is also pleasantly fragranced. 

NEOFRESH odor & Urine Remover is suitable to remove unwanted odors or 

urine from litter boxes, litter bins, furniture, clothing, upholstery, floor-covering 

and hard floors. 

 

Please note: the product is ineffective in combination with disinfectants such as 

chlorine. NEOFRESH odor & Urine Remover is guaranteed to be free of 

pathogens (i.e. without harmful bacteria).  

At accidents and fast cleanup chores is there are the convenient NEOFRESH 

smell & Urine Remover WIPES in handy dispenser buses available. 

 

Active substances  

NEOFRESH odor & Urine Remover contains Citronella and bacteria cultures of 

micro-organisms in accordance with the class 1 EFB (= European Federation of 

Biotechnology). Which means that they are not directly dangerous for people & 

environment.  

 

NEOFRESH odor & Urine Remover is free from genetically modified organisms 

(GMO). 

 

 

 

Scope  

 

 Veterinary practice, kennels, asylum, grooming salon, animal shows. 

 Porches, parking garages 

 Gym, fitness centers and wellness centers.  

 Hotel rooms, holiday homes, caravan 

 In home, Office, meeting rooms, waiting rooms  

 in your car, on your boat, in the garage, workshop. 

 in nursing homes, hospitals 

 on your clothing and textiles, carpets, furniture and curtains  

 

  

Directions of use 

 

Odor & Urine Remover spray is a ready product. 

For all uses, NEOFRESH odor & Urine Remover needs sometimes up to 48 hours 

to eliminate the smell completely, NEOFRESH smell & Urine Remover is not a 

fast masking product but the bio cultures "eat" the odor and urine completely 

out of the treated surfaces. 

 

Litter trays 

Shake the bottle before use. The clean soil by injecting your litter box and let 

dry  then fill with litter tray granules. Treatment for in between the litter box to 

the fill mists. 

  

Waste bins   

NEOFRESH odor & Urine Remover is safe for all types of plastics.  NEOFRESH   

spray & Urine Remover on the surface to be treated and leave it well wet spray 

and leave on for 24 hours. At cleaned waste bins can be used preventively 

NEOFRESH odor & Urine Remover for an optimal result. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Soft surfaces  

To remove unwanted odours or urine from clothes, carpet and floor covering is 

advisable to use NEOFRESH odor & Urine Remover only, NEOFRESH odor & 

Urine Remover cannot be combined with other products to treat the surface. 

 

Hard surfaces  

NEOFRESH odor & Urine Remover is safe for ceramic tiles, marble, natural 

stone, travertine and concrete. Spray NEOFRESH odor & Urine Remover on the 

surface to be treated and let it absorb, so don't dab or rub and also not cover 

with towels or plastic. If there are urine, faces or vomit in the marble or joints is 

drawn, good wet spray and leave on for 24 hours. Ceramic tiles cast floors and 

coating floors cleaning in advance immediately treat with neutral soapy water 

and NEOFRESH odor & Urine Remover. 

 

For laminate, Cork, Linoleum, Marmoleum decrease the surface with a damp 

cloth and then use the spray bottle to the urine spots to treat. For wooden 

floors, use a soapy water of Soap and water and add here also NEOFRESH smell 

& Urine Remover, dry thoroughly and then with the spray bottle.  

Please note that the water temperature does not rise above 35 ° C. NEOFRESH 

odor & Urine Remover do not use on particle board untreated MDF and 

hardboard. 

 

 

Storage and logistic data:  

Keep container dry, Frost-free and closed. 

Hazard Class: No  

 

NEOFRESH   
Odor & Urine Remover 250 ML 

 NEOFRESH   
Odor & Urine Remover 0,5 L 

REF:  GER002244  REF:  GER002243 

EAN:  8717703890884  EAN:  8717703890877 

Box EAN: 87177038XXXXX  Box EAN: 87177038XXXXX 

Box  inh. 12 X 250 ML  Box  inh. 12 X 0,5 L 

80 ds  = 960 flac. /1 Euro pallet  80 ds  = 960 flac. / 1 Euro pallet 

     

     

NEOFRESH   
Odor & Urine Remover 5 L 

 NEOFRESH   
Odor & Urine Remover 10 L 

REF:  GER002245  REF:  GER002246 

EAN:  8717703890891  EAN:  8717703890907 

Box EAN: 871770389XXXX  Box EAN: X 

Box  inh. 2 X 5 L  Box  inh. 1 

48 doos = 96 cans/ 1 Euro pallet   40 cans  / 1 Euro pallet 

 
 
NEOFRESH   
Odor & Urine Remover Wipes 50 

  
 
NEOFRESH   
Odor & Urine Remover Wipes 150 BIG 

REF:  GER002248  REF:  GER002247 

EAN:  8717703890921  EAN:  8717703890914 

Box EAN: 87177038XXXXX  Box EAN: 87177038XXXXX 

Box  inh. 12 disp  x  50 cps  Box  inh. 2 disp  x 150 cps 

64 Crt.  = 768 dispensers  /1 Euro pal  42 Crt.  = 84 dispensers  / 1 Euro pall.l 

 


